Multi Media in Holocaust Education

Seminar for Yad Vashem Graduates from the United Kingdom in partnership with the IOE's Centre for Holocaust Education and Centropa

28th -29th November 2012

IOE, Room 828, 20, Bedford Way, London WC1H 0AL

**Wednesday, 28.11.12**

10:00-10:30    Arrival and registration
10:30-11:30    What should we remember? (Workshop). *Shani Louri & Yiftach Meiri*, Yad Vashem
11:30-11:45    Break
11:45-12:45    Presentation of Centropa website (including the screening of 2 short films), *Edward Serrota & Fabian Ruhle*, Centropa
12:45-13:30    Lunch Break
13:30-14:45    Centropa Workshop – Teachers break up in small groups and draft lesson plan on the spot, *Edward Serrota & Fabian Ruhle*, Centropa
14:45-15:45    Groups present their lesson plans to the larger group
15:45-16:15    Break
16:15-17:30    "May your memory be love" – The story of Ovadya Baruch, a survivor from Thessaloniki. *Yiftach Meiri, Yad Vashem*

**Thursday, 29.11.12**

09:00-09:30    Arrival
09:30- 10:30   Holocaust education in the UK - "The Way We Lived and Roots of Antisemitism" - two educational films supporting Holocaust learning. *Rachel Donnelly, Imperial War Museum*

Reaching UK Schools: Meeting their needs through the Web*. *Alan Fell, London Jewish Cultural Centre*

10:30-10:45    Break

---

The seminar is supported by:
10:45-12:15  Holocaust education in the UK continued: "What Film Can (and Cannot) Teach Us about the Holocaust". Richard Hill, Holocaust Educational Trust; ‘The Journey’: An Approach to Teaching about the Kindertransport’, Karen Vancoevorden, The Holocaust Centre

Allowing students to create their own meaning: survivor voice in the classroom' Kay Andrews, IOE's Centre for Holocaust Education, University of London

12:15-12:30  Break

12:30-13:30  Mosaic of memory – The struggle of mothers in the Holocaust, Shani Lourie, Yad Vashem

13:30-14:15  Lunch Break

14:15-15:45  Presentation educational projects – by the seminar graduates, followed by discussion. Discussion in groups according to educational framework, Shani Lourie & Yiftach Meiri, Yad Vashem

15:45-16:00  Break

16:00-16:30  Concluding discussion